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Winter has certainly arrived this week with cooler
weather and high absences due to illness. We pray that
families affected by illness are able to rest and recover
and re-join us as soon as possible. As we navigate both
COVID and influenza across the community we are
strongly encouraging staff and students to wear face
masks when indoors, as this is a good mitigator for
reducing the spread of respiratory diseases.
We have received feedback from the College Review held
in Term 1 which described the College as “a positive,
joyful community where the care of students is
paramount.” The Review team found “a well-ordered
school, where the students and parents spoke very well of
staff, whose efforts to teach and pastor students well
appeared to reveal great diligence, professionalism and
deep care for their students.” Along with many
commendations the Review team offered a number of
recommendations that will be considered by the School
Council and Executive as part of our future strategic
planning. The past 10 years have been a time of rapid
growth and the establishment of a strong foundation
upon which we can build a school that provides
life-changing, caring, quality Christian education for every
student.
It is with a sense of deep gratitude and sadness that I
announce the retirement of Mrs Cathy Grant our
Enrichment Coordinator at the end of Term 2. Mrs Grant
commenced at the College as Junior School Coordinator in
2012 and has been instrumental in the establishment of
many of the structures and traditions in the Junior School.
In recent years, Mrs Grant has overseen our Enrichment

programs and provided opportunities for high potential
learners to broaden their skills and knowledge through the
Gateway8 challenge, Tournament of Minds and other local
and international competitions. While Mrs Grant is retiring
from her permanent position, we are hopeful to still see
her around the College in a casual capacity
continuing to support students and teachers.
Our vibrant learning community includes our staff being
learners as well, and this term all staff undertook First Aid
CPR and Anaphylaxis training to ensure they have the skills
to respond in the case of an emergency. This annual
training is part of a range of professional development
that staff undertake to keep up to date with relevant
content and skills that supports their professional growth.

Please enjoy perusing the rest of this newsletter as you
learn more about what has been happening in ‘the Life’ of
our College in recent weeks.
“If any of you lacks wisdom, you should ask God, who
gives generously to all without finding fault, and it will
be given to you.” James 1:5

Mrs Naomi Wilkins
Principal

College News
College Office
The College office hours during term time at 8am to 4pm
Monday—Friday, should you need to contact us please call
our office on 02 4604 0000.
You can also use the following email address:
•

General enquiries—admin@opac.nsw.edu.au

•

Absence notifications—absences@opac.nsw.edu.au

•

Covid notifications—covid@opac.nsw.edu.au

•

Student/Events enquiries—
studentservices@opac.nsw.edu.au

Scholastics Book Club Issue No. 4 is now open
All Orders are to be placed online by Tuesday 14 June.

Canteen News
Flexischools is the perfect online ordering solution for our College families and is available here.

Please remember all online orders need to be placed prior to 9am, our canteen staff are happy to help
when this deadline has been missed but due to food preparation and safety rules they are unable to provide any hot food for
orders taken after 10am. After this time or for any student who have forgotten their lunch we can provide sandwiches only.

The other morning when I was in the playground, I was
talking with one of our Year 2 students. He was telling me
how he had been ‘filling buckets’ when he was visiting his
grandparents. He said “You know, Mrs Squire, like the bucket
filling happiness book we read in class.”
He was referring to a book by Carol McLeod that we read as
part of our BounceBack wellbeing program. Carol McLeod
was an early childhood educator in the 1990s when she first
learned of the concept of “bucket filling” while attending an
early childhood conference. The research was presented on
the severe lack of cognitive, emotional, and social
development in more than 150,000 children who were
housed in institutions in Romania from 1974-1989. Because
these children suffered extreme deprivation of human love
and affection, their little “buckets” were never filled. PET
scans showed the effects of this extreme deprivation on their
brain development. As she followed this new research, she
began to understand more clearly the intense need that all
children share to have their buckets filled by caring adults.
From this, she wrote Have You Filled a Bucket Today? Her
aim in this was to help people of all ages grow in kindness,
self-control, resilience and forgiveness.
In the book, McLeod says that
everyone has an invisible bucket that
stores their good thoughts and their
good feelings about themselves. This
bucket can be topped up, or filled by
others. She describes the things that
can fill buckets. She also describes what
it means to be a ‘bucket dipper’ or
someone who takes good feelings out
of others’ buckets.

It is a lovely book, but more importantly it provides the
opportunity to get children thinking about what a ‘bucketfilling’ classroom looks like, feels like and sounds like.
At College, we work hard to create
classrooms that are places where
children feel safe, valued and cared
for – by teachers and each other. If
you haven’t read this book, I would
highly recommend you click the link
below and watch the YouTube clip.
Perhaps you could do this with your
child, or talk with your child about it
afterwards. You might even like to
brainstorm things that could help your family become a
bucket-filling family.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3EuemNAo6XE
As I listened to my Year 2 friend describe the ways they had
been a bucket filler, beaming up at me, my own happiness
bucket was filled. What an amazing difference to our world it
would be if every child left our College knowing how to be a
bucket filler!

Mrs Jenny Squire
Deputy Principal Head of Junior School

Prep News
The Prep students began the term experimenting with
colour. We looked at the colours of Autumn when we went
on a nature walk and collected beautiful leaves to make our
Autumn Treasure sticks.
Our current unit of work has been focussing on
communities. We have considered what makes a
community and have had a close look at the community
around us. We constructed our own classroom community,
investigated materials used in building, found our College on
a map and enjoyed making our own community maps. The
children have greatly enjoyed the creative aspects of the
unit. They have collaborated on many construction tasks
and challenges, including designing and building a strong
house from straw, sticks and blocks for “The Three Little
Pigs”.
Judith Shepard

Year 3
Year 3 students have dived into a variety of topics, expanding
our knowledge across all key learning areas this term.
In Mathematics, we have recently been investigating how to
measure and calculate area in formal units of measurement.
Year 3 Students consolidated their knowledge of square
centimetres and square metres, justifying when these units of
measurement would be most appropriately used. We also had
the fabulous chance to construct square metres out of
newspaper, to visualise the difference between 1cm2 and 1m2.
By working in small groups (and sometimes as a class!), students
estimated and measured different areas around the College,
demonstrating accuracy and collaboration.
In Science, Year 3 have been investigating the use of technology
for food and fibre production. We explored how water can be
evenly and effectively transported across large areas,
investigating how and why irrigation systems are commonly
used by a farmer or the local gardener. Students were even able
to follow the Design and Production process to design, plan,
produce and evaluate their own water irrigation system in small
groups. Using cups, straws, sticky tape, and other everyday
materials, we were able to successfully create and demonstrate
how irrigation systems work. Some students even added some
creative flair to their models. We definitely have some future
agricultural specialists in Year 3!
We are looking forward to seeing great progress next term.
Keep up the great learning Year 3!
Mrs Watkins, Mrs Smith, Mrs Dransfield and Miss Lee

Cru Fit

On Friday 20 May, four students from our primary Cru Group
attended CRU FIT, held at Thomas Hassall Anglican College. For
students in Year 5 or 6, FIT provides an amazing opportunity for
young CRU Group leaders and potential leaders to grow in their
knowledge of Jesus while learning the practical skills of following
and serving Him, particularly at school. The theme for this term’s
FIT was “Be holy for God is holy”. The day was a lot of fun for our
students to see Cru run on a bigger scale. Students were
immersed in a positive experience, in a caring environment that
nurtured love for Jesus in a fun and practical way.
As well as the Bible talk, there was plenty of time for playing
games, eating yummy food, and making new friends with
students from other schools. We are looking forward to taking
more students to the next FIT event held in Term 3, where
students will learn practical and creative ways to serve Jesus at
the College.

Here’s what two of our students had to say:
“I loved the CRU FIT excursion for many reasons, but one
reason was that we got to meet other kids from other schools
that also want to share the message of the Lord and love God
just as much as we all do at our college. We also learnt how
to share and teach the word of the bible through memory
verses that are fun and enjoyable for kids of all ages”. – Ruth
“It was a fun experience where we got to meet new people
and learn how to lead Cru and make Cru more enjoyable.
Since coming back from FIT and seeing what is possible, I am
looking forward to helping serve in our Years 1 and 2 Cru
group”. – Violet

Justin Corbett
Youth and Children’s
Worker

World Of Maths
Year 3 and 4 enjoyed a morning of practical, hands-on Maths
problem-solving tasks brought to us by World of Maths. These
activities helped consolidate learning that takes place in the
classroom. Students worked together in small teams to solve
these Maths problems using strategies and concrete materials.
They enjoyed the practical aspect of Mathematics in real life
scenarios.
Mrs Cathy Grant
Enrichment Coordinator

Chess Champions
This week, eight students participated in the Macarthur
Regional Chess Competition. 160 students from across the
Macarthur region played against each other in seven rounds
during the day.

At day’s end, the Championship team finished equal 2nd place
overall. It was a fabulous day of competition and the students
were all challenged to sharpen their strategies. Well done to
all students for the manner in which they conducted
themselves – they were all outstanding ambassadors for our
College!

Aodi Wang, Micah Pakula, Jesse Thomas and Aiden
McKenna competed in the Championship section whilst Matty
Mrs Cathy Grant
Allen, Jack Johns, Yi Chen and Shwetha Sureshkumar
competed in the Intermediate section. Special congratulations Enrichment Coordinator
to Aodi who won all 7 games and Matty who won 6 games.

Did you know that taking instrument lessons increases a
student’s desire to attend university? Did you know there is
a correlation between taking instrument lessons and being a
more open, conscientious person? Did you know that taking
instrument lessons increases both cognitive and
non-cognitive skills? Check out the link here.
Although this all sounds quite impressive, the best reason to
learn an instrument is to learn how to play an instrument.
Learning an instrument for the sake of playing music is its
own reward.
Music is an amazing blessing. We were made as creative
beings. Music is one way we can express our creativity; both
on our own and in small and large communities of fellow
musicians.
Oran Park Anglican College offers tuition from Years 3-12 on
the following instruments:

Piano/Keyboard

Clarinet

Drums

Voice

Saxophone

Violin

Guitar

Trombone

Flute

Bass Guitar

Trumpet

Would you like your son or daughter to finish school with a
talent? Give them the opportunity to try something both
challenging and rewarding.
You may find the application form for music tuition on the
College website (Student Life / Forms / Cocurricular Music
at OPAC).
Music is a gift from God, and he invites us to sing and play
skilfully to him (Psalm 33:3). I encourage you to talk to your
son or daughter about picking up an instrument during their
time at Oran Park Anglican College.
Mr Chavura
Head of Music

JUNIOR SCHOOL
IPSSO
It was great to have beautiful, sunny weather in Week 5! We
were able to get our IPSSO season underway, with all of our
teams playing against Mount Annan Christian College. Both
the junior (year 3-4) and senior (year 5-6) boys soccer teams
enjoyed victories, with their coach Miss Makko very proud
of their team work and the skill they displayed. Our junior
netball team fought gallantly, but narrowly lost their game.
The senior netball team secured a hard fought victory. Our
AFL teams also had mixed fortunes, with the junior team
scoring a convincing win, while the senior team played well
but were ultimately defeated. Both the junior and senior
Newcombe ball/volleyball teams played very well and
worked well as a team, but were not able to secure wins in
their games.
In Week 6, we played against Macarthur Anglican School. All
students tried their best in very windy and cold conditions!
Both senior and junior netball teams secured victories. The
junior AFL team won a very close game, while the senior
team was beaten. Our senior soccer team was defeated by
Macarthur, while the juniors played out a 0-0 draw. Both
volleyball teams played well in the windy conditions,
however, they were not able to overcome their skilful
opposition.
3-6 College Sport
In Weeks 5 and 6, we managed to dodge some rainy
weather, getting out and enjoying our College Sport
program! Our students participated in Zumba, soccer and
AFL activities, run by professional coaches. They also
participated in soccer and AFL activities provided by our
talented teachers.

K-2 College Sport

Students in Kindergarten, Year 1, and Year 2 enjoyed
participating in their final Zumba session for term in Week
5! Zumba provides excellent fitness benefits and helps
students develop fundamental movement skills in a fun
and engaging way. K-2 will do Zumba again in Term 4. In
Week 6, K-2 began learning different soccer skills from
their teachers.
CSSA State Cross Country
On Friday of Week 5, Mr Baker took 33 students to
compete in the State Cross Country Carnival. Every
student raced to the best of their ability and competed
with great sportsmanship.
We had a few students who achieved excellent results!
Minnie-Mae Grose, in Year 5, came FIRST in the 11 year
girls race and Isaac Woods, in Year 4, came second in the
primary multi-class race- what outstanding achievements!
Other top 50 finishers include Cooper Grose, Year 6, who
came 15th and Aleska Stojanovic, Year 5, who came 25th in
their respective races. Minnie-Mae and Isaac will be
competing in the CIS Cross Country Carnival on
Wednesday 8 June.

CSSA Metro Cup Soccer and Netball Gala Day

Upcoming Events

On Monday of Week 6, some of our students participated in
our zone’s soccer and netball gala days. It was great to have
the opportunity to play many games in the one day, against
schools who don’t participate in our IPSSO competition.

Week 7

The junior boys soccer team played brilliantly, finishing equal
second on points at the end of the round-robin stage of the
competition. After some complex calculations, they were
awarded second place and played in the final against
Inaburra School. Although Inaburra won that match, our
junior team has qualified to play in the CSSA State finals next
term. The senior soccer team also played well throughout the
day. They finished in third place, one point behind second, at
the end of the day.

Both our netball teams played with outstanding skill and
sportsmanship throughout the day. The junior netball team
won almost all of their games and finished in second place.
The senior netball team came equal first, after tying the final.

Wednesday (8/6):
•

IPSSO training at 7.45am. All students in an IPSSO
team are expected to be at training, as it is an essential
part of each team's development. Please let your
child’s IPSSO coach know if they will be unable to
attend training.

•

IPSSO game vs Macarthur Anglican School. Junior
games begin at 11.35am, senior games begin at
1.15pm

Week 8
Wednesday (15/6):
•

No IPSSO training before school

•

IPSSO training during College Sport time due to a bye.

Mr Barber
Junior School Sports Coordinator

Parents might still remember
Midnight Oil performing their hit
‘Bed’s are Burning’ at the Sydney
Olympics back in 2000. They were
dressed in black jumpsuits with
“Sorry” emblazoned on them,
protesting the lack of apology from the Australian
Government to the First Nation people. Eight years later,
then Prime Minister Kevin Rudd made such an apology,
marking the first Sorry Day.
At our recent assembly, Senior School student leaders Marne
Seymour and Sophie Rafarachi embraced Sorry Day by
shedding further light on the Stolen Generations and the
far-reaching impact on indigenous Australians. It was
important, especially as we focus on the College value of
‘compassion’ in 2022, that we recognised and reflected upon
Sorry Day and Reconciliation Week. Pastoral Care classes
considered the culture of our local indigenous Dharawal
people and Textiles student embarked on exploring the rich
and vibrant design within their artwork. At Oran Park
Anglican College we embrace our First Nation people and are
secure in the knowledge that we are all accepted and loved
by God, regardless of tribe, race or cultural background.
After this I looked, and there before me was
a great multitude that no one could count,
from every nation, tribe, people and
language, standing before the throne and
before the Lamb. (Revelation 7:9)

Our assembly also involved a cohort of Year 12 students
giving some endearing big brother and sister advice to other
year groups. They shared some of the ‘life lessons’ they had
gained over the last few years, including what they knew
now that they wished they had known back then. They
provided wonderful advice such as be kind to yourself as
well as others and find ways to switch off from social media
so they can feel safe, particularly at home, without the
intrusion of online comments and judgments.

We experienced an arctic blast this week as winter kicked
off with a frosty couple of days. Some students were
unprepared with poor uniform choices and shivered through
the cold. Other students fished their tracksuit pants from
the back of the wardrobe to find they had grown 10
centimetres since last wearing them and were unable to fit
into them. I expect students often move from a warm house
to a warm car and suggest “I’ll be alright!” but 20 minutes in
the cold proves different. With illnesses and COVID
otherwise, impacting our community, we hope students can
be sensible in ‘rugging-up’ in the appropriate winter uniform
to ensure they are warm and comfortable through the
winter months.
God bless,
Steve Owen
Deputy Principal - Head of Senior School

During National
Reconciliation Week, it is
important for us as a
community to reflect on
how we can contribute to
achieving a deeper
reconciliation in our own
communities.
It also represents an opportunity for us to reflect on the true
reconciliation which we can experience in a spiritual sense.
As Christians, a central part of our message is the life
changing idea that we can be reconciled to God and become
part of His family through the death of Jesus.
For if while we were enemies we were reconciled to God
through the death of His Son, much more, having been
reconciled, we shall be saved by His life (Romans 5:10)
Living in a restored relationship with God has many benefits
and one of those being the example Jesus gives us of how to
live a full and thriving life. In many of his teachings whilst he
walked on planet earth, Jesus urged his followers to be
‘peace-makers’ and ‘bringers of harmony’.

In our current society which is full of clashes, conflict and
cancellations, the peace that Jesus offers is needed more
than ever and our responsibility to live in peace and
reconciliation becomes heightened. At Oran Park Anglican
College, we have built this reconciliation into the heart of
our pastoral structures and programs. We long to see our
students thriving in life as they enjoy Christian community
and learn how to be peace makers together.
Our Restorative Practices and Framework represents a living
out of Jesus key teachings and we seek to equip students
with the tools to bring understanding rather than blame,
listening rather than judgement and restoration rather than
revenge into the inter-personal challenges they experience.
When faced with a difficulty in a relationship, we encourage
our students to ask these 3 simple but powerful questions –
What happened? What or who was damaged? What needs
to happen to fix it?
As a Christian Community, the restoration of healthy
relationships is part of our core business. There is more work
to do in this area but we keep encouraging our students to
take steps towards braver and stronger solutions.

Pastor Rev Michael Duckett from Macarthur Indigenous
Church in his recent Sorry Day message explained the
importance of racial and spiritual reconciliation,
"It's important because you
need to understand the past
to know where we've
been. One, that we don't
repeat it and two, that in
order to be reconciled we
have to make amends and
deal with it. So, I love when I
think of God ‘s message that he sent his Son down to deal with our sin. That his Son
died upon the cross. That through the blood of Jesus, we are
reconciled to him, and he rose in three days. I love that
image, that true reconciliation is done and is seen through
the blood of Jesus Christ."
For the full message see https://vimeo.com/713895803?
embedded=true&source=vimeo_logo&owner=901527

Ms Kirsten Philips
Director of Wellbeing and
Christian Education

A Handful of HSIE
Y12 Society and Culture
Commerce

In Society and Culture we have been learning about social
media as an example of popular culture, exploring the use of
social media as a means of control and the commodification of
these popular sites.

In Commerce this week, we have started learning about our
rights and responsibilities as employees. We engaged in a
series of mock job interview questions to build skills in
thinking and communicating with clarity and precision when
responding to specific scenarios.

In our assessment task, we were required to create a Ted talk
that presents a comparison between two social media sites
regarding their role in providing a platform to achieve social
change, their consumption patterns and discussing possible
future directions for the sites.
Peer Support

The focus of this week’s session is strengthening our
connections. Students explore the importance of being
encouraging, thankful and looking for opportunities to exercise
kindness in everyday relationships. Students are led in
discussion about behaving in a friendly manner towards others
while not having to be friends with everyone. Research
supports the development of these important skills in building
strong young people and thereby minimising unkind or bullying
behaviours.
The 3 R’s, Respect, Responsibility and Review are discussed in
the context of all students and staff playing a role in creating a
safe and supportive school. Activities explore the emotions
that are felt when people are disrespectful to students or their
friends. Students brainstorm ways of responding to this
disrespectful behaviour that will cool the situation down and
keep the 3R’s in mind.
Research supports the influence that Bystanders and
Upstanders can have on unkind or bullying behaviour.
Visit the Student Wellbeing Hub and gather ideas on
supporting your child in contributing to the positive
environment at school. www.studentwellbeing.edu.au/parents

Year 9 History
Before the First World War began, Australia had compulsory
military training and service for men. By 1916, the AIF was
struggling to maintain the full strength of its divisions. To
reinforce the troops at the front, Prime Minister William
Morris ‘Billy’ Hughes introduced a referendum on the
question of conscription.
Year 9 History students were divided into two camps and
asked to analyse sources, develop an argument and
participate in a debate on the use of conscription to support
Australia’s WW1 war effort.

Year 10 History
Year 10 History have been studying Changing Rights and
Freedoms for Indigenous peoples since European settlement.
Students analysed the terms and concepts expressed in the
Universal Declaration of Human Rights, which includes ‘the
inherent dignity of all members of the human family’;
stemming back the Judeo-Christian idea of the Imago Dei,
that all are made in the image of God and deserve equal
treatment.

This framework was applied to the newly federated
Australian government, as students analysed the polices of
Protectionism and Paternalism and the devastating effect it
had upon Australia’s Indigenous population.

Year 11 Modern History – Meiji Restoration
Students in Year 11 are undertaking a study of the Meiji
Restoration, a period of rapid transformation for Japan
between 1868 – 1912 when the sun set on the feudal empire
and rose on the modern imperial rule of Emperor Meiji
(meaning ‘enlightened rule’).
In small groups, students completed readings on the social,
cultural, economic, political and military changes that were
made to Japan in this period. Students presented these
findings to the rest of the class and demonstrated
interdependent thinking as they learnt from one another.
Students also needed to communicate with clarity and
precision in order to effectively ‘teach’ the other students
about their topic. They learnt about how Japan outlawed the
topknot in favour of shorter Western haircuts, adopted a
new constitution, and completely reorganised their economy
to allow for modernisation.
This unit prepares students for the HSC topic: “Conflict in the
Pacific 1937-1951” as they gain the historical context behind
Japan’s emergence as a dominant force in Asia during the
Second World War.

Stage 5 Extreme History
Earlier this term, students wrapped up their study of the
assassination of JFK and the conspiracy theories that
surround this event. As part of their assessment task,
students modelled the concept of a virtual conference of
conspiracy theorists and presented their concerns with the
Warren Commission’s findings to explain the assassination,
and what theory they found most convincing with relevant
evidence to support.

During the lessons, students engaged with each other by
asking questions of the presenter i.e. ‘expert’, much like a
Q&A during a live conference. This simulation of real-life
learning helped students to learn to think and speak clearly
about their point of view, as well as to think critically about
the work that was presented and ask thoughtful questions. It
is impressive to see our students participating with such
enthusiasm and demonstrating our habits of questioning and
problem posing, and thinking flexibly.

Science Matters

Year 7 Uses Lego to model the
structural features of living things

Conceptual Understanding:
“Plants, animals and microorganisms have
certain distinguishing features that
enable them to be identified and classified”
Students have been learning about how scientists classify the
living things that interact with each other in ecosystems. Living
things have different structural features that help us classify
them, for example, they might have a backbone, have fur or
feathers, have feet or have fins.
Once we explored these features and looked at the taxonomy of
some living things, students went to the “brick pit’ and enjoyed
building some of those animals and highlighted their structural
features. We loved seeing the creativity of our students and
most of all we loved seeing them having so much FUN!
We’re looking forward to seeing how else we can infuse our
lessons with Lego and creativity, so that our students can
demonstrate their understandings in a variety of ways, while
having lots of fun!
Nicole Thorson

The Phenomena that is PDHPE
Year 11 CAFS and Year 12 PDHPE
Year 9 PDHPE

Year 11 CAFS have been looking at sociograms within
their course. Sociograms are visual representations of the
interpersonal relationships in a group or class.
Year 12 PDHPE have been investigating motivation,
anxiety and performance arousal from Core 2 – Factors
affecting performance.
Year 11 CAFS came and observed a Year 12 practical
lesson to draw their sociogram, with Year 12 investigating
how their performance was affected depending on their
motivation, skills and state anxiety. It was great doing
some cross classroom learning.

Wellbeing Walks
As we move through Term 2,
students are feeling the weight of assessments,
homework, life. This can affect how students are feeling
both physically and mentally.

Mr. Bullock has taken a few of his classes on a wellbeing
walk to help with their mental health while getting out
into the sunshine with friends. While the students went
for their wellbeing walk, students were asked to talk to
3 different people and find out something about them:
pets names, plans for the holidays/weekend or something
they are thankful for.

Year 9 PDHPE are completing a unit looking at ‘Respecting
Diversity’. Within this unit, students participate in a
variety of different sports that focus on people with a
disability. One of the practical lessons is playing Goal Ball
– which is for visually impaired. Students enjoyed
experiencing this new sport but found it very challenging!

The English Mail
Chief Editor: W. Shakespeare

Date: Week 6, Term 2, 2022

Year 8 collaborate for INDEPENDENCE!
Investigative reporter: M. Manthos
Photographer: J. Foster
Year 8 are on a journey towards independence. As
part of a conceptual investigation into people and
how they grow, students are reading ‘I am Malala’ and
‘Tomorrow when the War Began’.
Literature is a wonderful opportunity to delve into
new cultures and ways of existing, all from the
comfort of your own beanbag. Reading encourages
personal reflection, it stimulates creative thinking and,
importantly, it’s a mini-grammar lesson for fine tuning
writing skills.

The character Malala is a young person who possesses
a strong moral compass. Similarly, Ellie is courageous
and endeavours to protect her friends in a time of
great conflict.
Through their reading, students have determined that
independence is possible at any age; though, it takes
time, patience and the desire to bravely tackle new
skills.
People who develop independence enhance their
self-perception and begin to see life as a journey
rather than a pre-determined destination.
Well done, Year 8. Your teachers are proud of your
mature discussions and desire to write technical
paragraphs.
Mrs Soane, Mr Little and Miss

Sub-Editor: J. Little
Print assistant: J. Soane

OPAC

Chandana Anand
Year 8

Mrs Soane

URGENT – ENGLISH INTERVIEW READ IMMEDIATELY
What’s the most
interesting book
you’ve read?

What are your top tips
for creative writing?

What’s your best
learning strategy?

What’s your favourite
holiday destination,
activity or place?

Sun Tzu’s The Art of War.
It was recommended to me and I
loved reading the ideas.

Definitely step out of your
comfort zone. The best ideas
happen when you’re in unknown
territory.
�

My advice is write your own
notes and lots of them. You
need to understand what you’re
hearing so putting things into
your words is so important.

Definitely clothes shopping
on the Sunshine Coast in
Queensland. All the warm
weather fashion. � �

Duke of Edinburgh Spotlight
Our Year 9 students are off to a
great start in their Bronze Duke
of Edinburgh Award. It is
exciting to see a variety of
activities being undertaken for
skill, service and physical
recreation – particularly as
COVID restrictions have eased
and many of the activities that
were limited in the last 2 years
have restarted. Students will
complete their practice Bronze hike as part of their school
camp in Term 3, and those who are undertaking the
Bronze Award will be able to partake in the qualifying hike
which will take place in Term 4.

What activity are you doing for skill and what do you
enjoy the most about it?
For my skill and major, I make
candles with my dad. Each
weekend, we pick out different
jars, moulds, colours and scents
which helps us learn different
ways to make candles. My
favourite part of this activity is
working with my dad and giving
away the candles to friends and
family as gifts. So far, we’ve made a variety of candles, but
I look forward to trying new things, such as layering
different coloured wax.

This week our spotlight is on Charlise Palmer, who has
begun logging hours towards each of her activities.
What inspired you to take up the challenge of the Bronze
DOE?
I chose to take up the Bronze DOE program as I was
inspired by my sister and her friends, who completed it
last year. They were able to develop new skills as they
completed the Bronze program and used their existing
skills to help our community. This motivated me to join as
I think it is an awesome opportunity to work with others,
give back to my local community and is a great incentive
to remain physically active throughout the year.
What activity are you doing for physical recreation and
what is your goal?
For physical recreation, I am doing
netball. With the goal of developing
teamwork and communication
skills, I train with my team for an
hour each week and we play games
on Saturdays. At training, we work
together to develop different
strategies, which have greatly
improved our games. Netball also
allows me to remain physically
active throughout the week and see how much my
shooting and endurance has improved each training
session.

What activity are you doing for service and what made
you choose that?
My activity for service is
coaching in the NetSetGO
program offered by our
netball club. There aren’t
many netball coaches for
very young ages, so I
thought this was a good
opportunity to help my
community and club, by coaching with my friends. Each
week, we get to teach them the fundamental skills of
netball and it is lots of fun to see them improve each
session.
What are you most looking forward to about the hikes?
On the hikes, I’m mostly looking forward to spending time
with my friends and seeing how much our endurance has
improved since our last hike on camp. I think the hikes will
be extremely rewarding and will be an excellent way to
challenge our physical abilities.

Careers Column
Pastoral Care Careers Lessons
A number of careers lessons are incorporated into our
Pastoral Care Program for students from Years 10-12 in
order to better prepare them to understand the full range
of career pathways for them into the future.
In Year 10, students are busy making subject selection
choices and had a lesson to prepare them to make these
decisions well during Pastoral Care last week. Students
were introduced to the concept of the ATAR as a rank that
is calculated by the University Admission Centre (UAC),
using the best 10 units of a student’s HSC pattern of study.
This will be relevant for students seeking to gain entry into
a university for study after Year 12.
We debunked some myths about the concept of scaling
and students were give the necessary tools to make
informed decisions about their subjects. Students who
were uncertain about their first steps were introduced to
the online resource ‘Subject Compass’ (shown below)
which can be accessed here: https://www.uac.edu.au/
subject-compass/#/. This will help students consider their
strengths, interests and personality when making career
choices, which may influence their subject selection.

Students with a keen idea of what they would like to
study at university were introduced to the difference
between ‘prerequisites, assumed knowledge and
recommended studies’ to ensure their subject choices
aligned with their future prospects. Students have been
given a hard copy of the UAC booklet ‘Steps to Uni for
Year 10 students’ which contains the relevant information
about course requirements.
Students are able to book in to speak with Mrs Chow
about their subject selection and career pathways over
the next week and are encouraged to do so. We look
forward to supporting the class of 2024 over the next 2
years as they enter the final stage of their schooling.

Mrs Chow

SENIOR SCHOOL
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MISA Term 2

CSSA State Cross Country

We are nearing the end of the Term 2 MISA Competition.

On Friday 27 May, an Oran Park Anglican College team of
31 students went to Sydney International Equestrian
Centre to run in the State Cross Country Championships. It
was a beautiful and sunny day, although the course was
extremely muddy!

At the moment, it looks like our 7-9 girls and boys
Basketball and our 7-9 Mixed Ultimate Frisbee will be in
the finals.
Let’s keep going well to the end! If you are unable to
attend training, please speak to your coach – this is a
great skill to learn!

Congratulations to all students for representing the
College really well!

A special mention to Scarlette Pattinson (Year 12) and Jai
Cooper (Year 12) who made it through to CIS Cross
Country on Wednesday 8 June. We wish you the best of
luck!

Athletics Age Champions 2022
Congratulations to the following students who were the
age champions for the 2022 Athletics Carnival. Well done!
Dates for the diary:

Age

Male

Female

U12

Niket Vyas (Carmichael)

Safwah Khot (Lewis)

U13

Nathan Budin (Wilberforce)

Jahzara Filo (Liddell)

U14

Joshua Davison (Wilberforce)

Indiana Withers (Lewis)

U15

Campbell Harris (Wilberforce)

Tali Cooper (Liddell)

U16

Jake Jones (Carmichael)

Amiee Gambrill (Wilberforce)

U17

Harry Hughes (Wilberforce)

Hayley Rodgers (Liddell)

U18

Kout Deng (Carmichael)

Cate Gambrill (Wilberforce)

•

CSSA State Netball – Monday 6 June

•

CIS Cross Country – Wednesday 8 June

Mrs Clisdell
Head of PDHPE Senior School

